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Introduction. The successes of algebraic methods in homotopy theory raise the

hope of a similar success in the closely related field of isotopy theory. In particular,

one may hope to find analogs of the homology and cohomology functors, to

find a functor whose ability to distinguish isotopy equivalences from the other

embeddings matches the homotopy functor's ability to distinguish homotopy

equivalences from the other maps, and eventually to find classifying systems

analogous to the Postnikov systems. Some of the goals of such a search would be

the classification up to isotopies of the embeddings of a given space in another

when the spaces are of a sufficiently simple nature, the classification into isotopy

types of spaces from a suitable category, and the determination of when a given

embedding of a subset of a space X into a space Y has an extension, over X,

which is also an embedding. Note that the item mentioned last subsumes the

problem of deciding when a given space X may be embedded in a space Y.

The first step in the direction of finding functors of the types described above

was taken by S.-T. Hu [3]. His isotopy functors, although basically different

from homology functors, have this similarity: they satisfy modified Eilenberg-

Steenrod axioms, excepting the Excision Axiom. This gives them an advantage

in strength, in the sense that they may distinguish many isotopy classes, but a

disadvantage in analysis. That is, there is no obvious way, as there would be if

the Excision Axiom were present, of dividing up a given space into elementary

parts, studying the action of the functor on the parts and reassembling these

results to obtain the value of the functor on the space.

The present paper studies functors, called isology theories, which also satisfy

the Excision Axiom. That is, an isology theory is a functor {Tp}, on a category T

of embeddings of topological pairs, which has values in the category of homo-

morphisms of abelian groups and which satisfies slightly modified Eilenberg-

Steenrod axioms. Roughly speaking, the modification consists of replacing the

word "homotopy" in Axiom Five by the word "isotopy."

Note that every homology theory is an isology theory. However, it is found

that if T is the category of embeddings of (finitely) triangulable pairs, then there

exist isology theories on T other than the homology theories. Indeed, it is possible

to find a nontrivial theory with a trivial coefficient group. More important, these
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theories distinguish the isotopy types of certain contractible spaces. The tech-

niques used in the construction of these theories are not powerful enough to

provide theories which distinguish all of the contractible spaces. However, if T

is the category of embeddings of 1-dimensional triangulable pairs, then a different

construction produces isology theories which distinguish between the contract-

ible spaces. Furthermore, in this category a theorem holds which can be sum-

marized roughly as follows: an isology theory which distinguishes the isotopy

types of contractible spaces from each other must distinguish the isotopy equi-

valences between spaces from the other embeddings. Specifically, the isotopy

equivalences are the only embeddings which induce isomorphisms.

The other area investigated in this paper is the determination of the values of

a given isology functor on triangulable spaces and pairs. These determinations

are expressed in terms of the value of the functor on certain of the contractible

spaces. If the functor satisfies a vastly strengthened form of the Dimension

Axiom, then there is an algorism for computing the isology groups of triangulable

pairs. Otherwise, the isology groups are related to a family of a such algorisms by

means of a spectral sequence.

The author wishes to express his gratitude to K. R. Mount, A. I. Weinzweig

and the referee for their many valuable suggestions.

1. Notation and conventions. Let T be a category of maps (= continuous

functions) between topological pairs, and assume that T satisfies the following

conditions.

1. If/ and g are maps in T and if the composite fg is defined, then/g is in T.

2. If (X, A) is an object in V, then the objects and inclusion maps in the lattice

of (X, A) are in T.

3. Iff : (X, A) -» (Y, B) is a map in T, then the induced maps of the lattice of

(X, A) into the lattice of (Y, B) are in V.

The lattice of a pair (X, A) is the system of all inclusion maps among the pairs

(D, D), (A, D), (X, D), (A A), (X, A) and (X, X), where D denotes the empty set.

Note that a category for homology is a category of the type postulated here, but

not conversely.

A homotopy in T is a one-parameter family

ft:(X,A)-y(Y,B),       tel,

of maps in Y such that the map (x, i) ->/,(x) is continuous on X y. I into Y.

Two maps /, geT are homotopic in T (written / ~ g) if there is a homotopy

/( in T such that/0 = / and/j = g. In case T contains all maps between its pairs,

the notion of homotopy just defined coincides with the usual notion.

An embedding/: (X, A)-+(Y,B) of the topological pair (X,A) in the pair

(Y, B) is a map whose restriction to X is a homeomorphism of X onto a subset

of Y. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, all categories are to be categories of
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embeddings. Thus a homotopy in T becomes an isotopy, and homotopic maps

are isotopic.

Recall that the first six of the seven Eilenberg-Steenrod Axioms for Homology

[2] are:

(1) (identity),, = identity.

(2) (/?)*=/» g*•
i3) U = if A\.
(4) Exactness.

(5) Homotopy. If/ ~ g, then/* = g+.

(6) Excision.

An isology theory on T is any functor satisfying these six axioms, with the

modification that, in Axiom Five, / ~ g is to be interpreted in the sense just

described. Some caution needs to be exercised relative to this modification, for

the map (x, i) ->/,(x) need not be in T. In particular, the condition listed in [2]

as Axiom 5': IfiX, A) is admissible and g0, gy : iX, A) -> iX, A) x I are defined

by goix) = (X)0), gyix) = (x, 1), then g0* = gy*, is not equivalent to Axiom 5.

One observes immediately that any homology theory restricted to T is an isology

theory. Customarily, we shall use TP(Z, A) to denote the pth isology group of

iX, A) eT, reserving HpiX, A; G) for the pth singular homology group of iX, A)

with coefficients in the abelian group G.

A second observation is that the Dimension Axiom has been omitted. This is

because its original form is too weak to be useful in the present context. An

illustration of this weakness is given in §3, where it is shown that the value of the

isology functor on a one-point space has almost no bearing on its value elsewhere.

One way around this difficulty is to replace the Dimension Axiom by one of a

family of much stronger Dimension Postulates {a„}, described below.

A 0-cone is defined to be a single point. For n > 0, an n-cone is a homeomorph

of the join of any finite (n — l)-complex K with a point. That is, it is the quotient

space obtained from K x I by collapsing K x {1} to a point. The image of

K x {1} is called the apex of the cone. Note that a space A is an n-cone if and

only if there are an n-complex L and a vertex v in L such that A is homeomorphic

to the closed star of v in L. A space is called a cone if it is an n-cone for some

nonnegative integer n.

Let a0,ay,a2,--- be a monotone nondecreasing sequence on nonnegative

integers.

Dimension Postulate {a„}. If AeT is an n-cone, then TpiA) = 0 except

possibly when 0 ^ p ^ a„.

Note that a homology theory satisfies the Dimension Postulate {0}. One more

postulate has proved useful, especially in the computation of the isology groups

of pairs.

Monomorphism Postulate. // A and B are cones with apexes a and b, and

iff : iA, a) -* (B, b) is in T, then
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Tp(f) : TP(A) -* Tp(b)

is a monomorphism for all p.

A final observation is that much of Chapter I of Eilenberg-Steenrod [2] holds,

provided the word "homotopy" is replaced by "isotopy." In particular,

1. An isotopy equivalence induces isomorphisms.

2. The isology sequence of a triple is exact.

3. The Meyer-Vietoris sequence of a proper triad is exact.

The n-fold product of the unit interval [0,1] = / with itself is the n-cube

/", and A„ is the standard n-simplex.

2. A Strong Excision Axiom. The delicacy with which the Excision Axiom

must be handled is one of the more surprising features of the present study.

Indeed, the whole theory collapses to ordinary homology theory when another,

quite familiar form of the Excision Axiom is used.

Strong Excision Axiom. // (X,A) is a triangulable pair and if U c A is an

open subset of X such that (X\U, A\U) is triangulable, then the inclusion

map induces an isomorphism

Tp(X\U,A\U)*Tp(X,A).

Let us identify the (q - l)-cube I9'1 with the subset /Ï_I x {0} of Iq.

Lemma. // Tp is an isology theory satisfying the Strong Excision Axiom,

then

Tp(I",I"-1) = 0      for all p,q.

Proof.   The inclusion map

F1"1 x [-l,0]->/4_1 x [-1,1]

is an isotopy equivalence, and the inclusion map

(/V8-1)^/«-1 x [-M],/«"1 x [-1,0])

satisfies the hypothesis of the Strong Excision Axiom. Thus

r/I*,/*-1) * T/JT1 x [-U],/"-1 x [-1,0]) = 0.

Theorem. // {Tp} is an isology theory on the category F0 of embeddings of

finitely triangulable pairs and if this theory satisfies the Dimension Axiom

and the Strong Excision Axiom, then

Tp(X,A)xHp(X,A;T0(I0))

for all (X,A) e F0 and for all integers p.
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The proof is simply Chapter III of Eilenberg-Steenrod [2] with two modi-

fications: Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 on pp. 76 and 77 are versions of the Strong Ex-

cision Axiom, and Lemma 3.1 on p. 78 follows from the lemma just proved in

the present section.

3. Nontrivial isology theories. In this section, it is shown that the category

T0 of embeddings of triangulable pairs admits isology theories other than the

standard homology theories. These theories may be adjusted to fit any given

dimension postulate. In addition, there are theories {Tp} such that Tp(A0) = 0,

for all integers p, but which are not trivial. The main theorem of the section is

as follows.

Theorem 3.1. Let {Gpq :p,q integers, q ^ 0} be a family of abelian groups.

There exists an isology theory {Tp} on T0 such that

Tp(Aq) = Gpq     for all p, q.

Before embarking on the proof of this theorem, let us examine some of its

consequences. In the category of all maps of triangulable pairs, a homology

theory is determined by T0(A0). In particular, if F0(A0) = 0, the theory is trivial

on all pairs. I. M. James and J. H. C. Whitehead [4] have shown that if the

category on which a homology theory operates is "too large," then uniqueness

fails and there may be nontrivial theories with T0(A0) = 0. Theorem 3.1 of the

present paper may be interpreted as saying that if the category is "too small"

the uniqueness fails again and there may be nontrivial theories with F0(A0) = 0.

The isology theories given by Theorem 3.1 may distinguish between various

contractible spaces. In particular, there are theories which have

TP(A) = 0

whenever A is an (« —l)-cone, and yet have nontrivial pth isology groups for

certain n-cones. This consideration has been important in formulating the Di-

mension Postulates.

If X is a topological space and if « 2: 0 is an integer, let UnX be the union of

all closed topological «-cells contained in X. That is, U„X is the union of all

homeomorphic images in X of the «-cube I". Note that if X and Y are homeo-

morphic spaces, then U„X and UnY are homeomorphic. Also, U0X = X and

UmX => U„X whenever m g w.

If m and n are integers with 0 g m g « and if (X,A) is a topological pair, let

Umn(X,A) = (UmX,UmAUUnX).

If f:X-y Y is an embedding, then f[UnX] c U„Y for each integer «. Thus an

embedding f:(X,A)-y(Y,B) induces, by restrictions, an embedding

Umnf:Umn(X,A)-^Umn(Y,B).
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The following two lemmas are immediate consequences of these definitions.

Lemma 3.2. Let 9~ be a triangulation of the space X. Then UnX is the union

of all closed simplexes of £T whose dimension is at least n.

Lemma 3.3.    The functor Umn preserves isotopies.

Theorem 3.4. // m, n and q are integers with 0 z% m ;g n, and if G is an

abelian group, then

TpiX,A) m Hp+qiUmniX,A);G),

Tpif) = iVJJ)\

defines an isology theory on T0.

Proof. Axioms 1, 2 and 3 are immediate. Axiom 5 follows from Lemma 3.3.

The inclusion map

iUmA, UnA) - iUmA U UnX, UnX)

induces isomorphisms in homology because ordinary homology satisfies the

Strong Excision Axiom, whence the exactness of the isology sequence of the

pair iX,A) follows from the exactness of the homology sequence of the triple

iUmX, UmA U U„X, U„X). Only the Excision Axiom remains.

Let {X,A) he an object in T0, and let U be an open set in X whose closure

U~ is interior to A and such that iX \ U, A \ U) is triangulable. There is a trian-

gulation F of iX,A) and an open subset F of X such that

(i)    U <zz V<zz V~ is interior to A,

(ii)  (X \ V,A \ V) is a subcomplex of iX,A), relative to ST.

Let W= UmX\UmiX\V). From Lemma 3.1, it follows that

UmiA \ V) U UniX \ V) = iUmA U U„X) n UmiX \ V).

Thus,

(iii) W~ is interior to UmA u U„X,

(iv) UmiA \ V) U U„iX \ V) = iUmA U UnX) \ W,
whence the inclusion map induces,

Hp+qiUmniX\V,A\V);G) * Hp+qiUmniX,A);G).

On the other hand,

A\V<zzA\U<zzX\U,

whence

iUmA U UnX) \ Wcz UmiA \ U) U UniX \ U).

From this and (iii), it follows that W'~ is interior to UmiA \ U) U U„iX \ U)

when W = Wn iUmiA \ U) U L/n(X \ U)). Thus the inclusion map induces
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Hp+q(Umn(X \ V, A \ V) ; G) » HpU(Unn(X \ U, A \ U); G).

The Excision Axiom now follows.

The fact that {Hq( ; G)} satisfies the Dimension Axiom has not been used.

Thus a result similar to Theorem 3.4 may be obtained using a generalized homol-

ogy theory (in the sense of [5]).

Proof of Theorem 3.1. If (X,A) is an object in r0, let Tr(X,A) be the weak

direct sum,

TAX,A) = lp,qHr.p(Uq¡q+y(X,A);Gpq).

It follows easily from Theorem 3.4 that {Tr} is an isology theory. If p and q are

integers and if q S; 0, then the only nontrivial summand in Tp(Ag) is

T¿At) = H0(A9;Gpj = GPi9.

Although the isology theories of this section are closely related to ordinary

homology theories, they do distinguish between certain contractible spaces.

For example, if X and Yare the 2-complexes sketched below, then H0(U2X;G) « G

and //0(1/2Y;G)ä!G4-G.

Similar applications of this idea abound. On the other hand, these theories

do not distinguish between cones of the same dimension.

Theorem 3.5. Let A = v*K be an n-cone and suppose K contains an

(n — l)-simplex a. Then the inclusion map i:v*o-+A induces isomorphisms

i* : Hp(Uqv*o, Urv*tj) « Hp(UqA, UrA)

for all p, q and r with q < r.

Proof. The four spaces Uqv*o, Urv*tr, UqA, UrA are all contractible or empty,

depending upon whether the subscript is ^n or > n. The theorem follows easily.

In §8, a theory which distinguishes cones of the same dimension is presented.

This theory acts on a very limited category, the category of 1-dimensional tri-

angulable  pairs.

4. Spectral sequences for isology.  For  triangulable  pairs   (X, A) e F0, the

isology groups may be studied by means of a spectral sequence whose terms
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£pg are finitely computable in terms of the isology of cones. As a corollary, the

isology groups of a triangulable space are finitely computable when the isology

theory satisfies the Dimension Postulate {0}. This section is devoted to stating

these results and to describing the algorisms for determining E2pq. The fol-

lowing three sections contain the proofs.

Let X he a triangulable space with triangulation &~. The term simplex of 9~

shall always be interpreted as open simplex (with the boundary removed). If

B <zz X is a union of simplexes of 3~, let sB be the union of all simplexes of having

a face which lies in B. Note that if B = c is the closure of a single simplex, then so

is the open star of a. Let us abbreviate so to so. If x is a face of o, then so cz sx.

Let {[a :t]0} be a system of incidence numbers for the triangulation ST. To

each integer q there is assigned a chain complex CiX ; q) as follows. The p-di-

mensional group of the complex is the direct sum

CpiX;q) = y.{Tqiso) : a is a p-simplex of 9~}.

If x is a (p —l)-face of the p-simplex a, define the incidence homomorphism to be

[a : t] = [o : t]0 (inclusion)* : Tqiso) -* Ts(st).

The boundary homomorphism

d:CpiX;q)->Cp_yiX;q)

is defined by

dig) = E{[<7 :t]ig) :t is a face of a},

when ge Tqiso).

If iX,A) e r0, we define the chain complex CiX,A ; q) as follows. If the simplex

a lies in A, then the star of o in A is

sAo = A n so czz so.

These inclusion maps induce a chain homomorphism

i*:CpiA;q)^CpiX;q)

for each p. Then set

CpiX,A;q) = coker /*.

The boundary homomorphism of CiX,A;q) is determined in the standard

fashion.

Theorem 4.1. If X is a space with triangulation 3~, then there is a spectral

sequence {Erpq} with

E2pq = HpiCiX;q))

whose limit terms E™ are quotients of a filtration of Tp(Z).
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Since the star of a simplex has the isotopy type of a cone, we have the follow-

ing corollary.

Corollary 4.2.   If {Tp} satisfies the Dimension Postulate {0}, then

Tp(X) = Hp(C(X;0)).

Theorem 4.3. Suppose {Tp} is an isology theory on V0 satisfying the Mono-

morphism Postulate. If(X,A) e T0 has a triangulation &, then there is a spectral

sequence {Erpq} with

E2pq = Hp(C(X,A;q))

whose limit terms Epq are quotients of a filtration of TP(X,A).

Corollary 4.4. //, in addition, {TP} satisfies the Dimension Postulate {0},

then

Tp(X,A) = Hp(C(X,A;0)).

Note that in Theorems 4.1 and 4.3, E2pq = 0 for p negative and for p greater

than the dimension of X. This insures that Epq = E™q for r sufficiently large.

5. Isology of cones. If 3~ is a triangulation of a space or a pair, let ^"'denote

the first barycentric subdivision of 9". If B is a union of simplexes in 3~', let s'B

be the union of all the simplexes of 9~' having a face lying in B. Ordinarily,

K~ will be used to denote the closure of the subset K, but if the resulting ex-

pression is awkward, C1(X) will be used instead.

If K and L are topological spaces then the join K*L is the quotient space

obtained from K x L x I by making the following identifications :

(x,y,0) = (x',y,0),

(x,y,l) = (x,/,l)

for all x,x'eK and y,y'eL. A triangulation determines a linear structure on

each simplex x, so that if x,yex and if tel, then tx + (1 -1) y is a uniquely de-

termined point of x. Thus if o is a simplex and if

K <=■ d,       Lc so

are subsets, then the function

(x, y, t) -+ tx + (1 - t)y,       xeK,yeL,teI,

defines a map, the standard map, of K*L into so.

Lemma   5.1.   For each simplex oe 3~   there is a complex K = K(o) in

y such that

(i)  K <=. so,

(ii) the standard map sends 5*K homeomorphically onto Cl(s'cr).
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Proof. The complex K is defined to be the union of all simplexes in 3T'

spanned by barycenters

bx0, bxy,--,bxq

of simplexes x0,Xy,---,xq in 9~ such that

<j ci0 cïy c ••• <= xq.

Since each simplex xr lies in sa, so must K. Clearly the standard map gK carries

a*K onto Cl(s'ff). It remains to show that gK is a homeomorphism. If t is a

simplex of ¡F having a as a face, let px be the face of t opposite to a. Then

L = [J {px : a is a face of x}

is a complex in 9~t Lc so, and Alexander shows that the standard map

gL :a*L->so is a homeomorphism onto [1]. Let L' be the first barycentric sub-

division of L and let / : K -*• L' be defined by the vertex map

f(bx) = bpx       when <r c f.

Then/is a homeomorphism, it induces a homeomorphism

/t : 5*K -» 5*L,

and it relates the images under gK and gL as follows. The barycenters bo, bx

and frpt are collinear. Thus / is simply a radial expansion from the point bo,

and induces a homeomorphism f2 of Cl(s'o-) onto Cl(s<r). It follows that

gK^fl1 gJi

is a homeomorphism.

The author is indebted to A. I. Weinzwieg for the foregoing proof.

Let a be a p-simplex of the triangulation 3". A flag on a is a sequence

ffo> ffi» *■•> ap = a of faces such that

(i)  a,^y is a face of a, for i = 1,2, --.p,

(ii) dim (T¡ = i for 0,1,2, ■•■,p.

Let s'a = s'a H s'a.

Lemma   5.2.    To each flag there is assigned an isomorphism

tp : Tp+q(s'a, s'a) -+ Tq(sa).

Proof. Let o0,Oy, ■••,ap = a be the given flag. For r = 0,1,2, -",p, let vr be

the vertex of ar opposite or-x and let xr be the face of a spanned by

vr+1,vr+2,---,vp. Note that xr has dimension p — r — 1 and that ar*xr = a. Let

R" = K(a) and define the subsets

Ur =   s'ff \ (Zx7r*Tr*R),

Vr    =   S'ff \(f>ffr_1*6Tr*Tr*X).
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Note that U p = s'a.

The map on or*vr+l zz> or+1 which carries t>r+1 into bor+1, and leaves the rest

of the vertices fixed, induces an embedding

fr:is'o,Ur)^iUr+y,Vr+1).

If M = 5r * bcrr+ y * rr+y * K, then this embedding may be factored

is'0,Ur)^iUr+inM,Vr+y   nM)^iUr+y,Vr+y)

where the first map is an isotopy equivalence and the second is an excision. Thus

fr*:Tsis'e,Ur)-+TsiU,+ y,Vr+y)

is an isomorphism for all r and s. Now define

^ = ¿*(/o*)"Wi*r15-o(/p-i*r1o>

where the homomorphisms are as indicated in the diagram below.

Tp+qis'cr,s'o) = Tp+qis'cr,Up)

f _
Tp + q-yis'CT, l/p_X) P"1*> Tp + ,_ !([/„, Vp)

Ö

Tq+yis'o,Uy)-—-> Tq+1iU2,V2)

Tqiso) <—±-  Tqis'o)  -^-> TqiUy,Vy).

The inclusion map i:s'o^so is an isotopy equivalence, whence i* is an iso-

morphism. The inclusion map

cTr\ib<Tr_y*bo,)-+or

is an isotopy equivalence, whence the inclusion map

Vr-*s'o*

is an isotopy equivalence. It follows that Ts(s'<7, Vr) = 0 for all r,s whence each d

is an isomorphism. Thus the composite çb is an isomorphism.

A permutation n of the vertices of o induces a homeomorphism of s'o on it-

self. Given two flags on a there exists a permutation n which carries the first flag

onto the second.
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Lemma   5.3.   If Oq,ox,---,op = o and o^,o\,---,oP = o are two flags on the

p-simplex o, then the corresponding isomorphisms 4>° and tp1 satisfy

¿p° = sgn(7i)</>i,

where n is the permutation relating the two flags.

Proof.   It suffices to show that if the two flags differ on exactly one face

o°r ±o], then <£° = -cp\ Let

Note that

W=s'o \(bor-x*(bo? Vboir)*bor+x*xr_x*K).

fr- l/r° ~fK ifr • (*'(,, l/r_ x) - (Fr0+ ,   O V}+1, W).

The notation follows the scheme in Lemma 5.2. The superscripts 0 and 1 are

omitted from a symbol whenever there is no difference between the sets or maps

seemingly differentiated by the superscripts. If ¿° and i ' are inclusion maps and if

g0,^1 are induced by/° and f), respectively, then the diagram below is commu-

tative.

Tp-r+x(s'o,Ur+x)

/

/

Tp_,(Ur+x,Vr°+x)

f°

Tp_r(s'o,U;)

/

\

\

Tp_r(Ur+x,Vr\x)

&/

Tp_,(ur+X,v?+Xnv}+X)

*/

//.

Tp-,(s'o,lj\)

8 fr°/

.i-x(\j*X)^

\
V

Tp-r-x(V°xnvUx,W)

fl\
\

\l
if IX)

Tp-r_x(s'o,Ur_x)

/Tp^x(Ul,Vlr)

/.
f1Jr-l.

/

Excision-isotopy arguments show that all of the homomorphisms labeled/**

(a = 0,1, s = r— l,r) are isomorphisms, whence (/¡?_ i/?)* = (/J-i/J)* is an iso-

morphism. The composite ¿35 (going down the center) is trivial, for it can be

factored,
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Tp-r+y(s'o,Ur+y) t Tp_r(C/r+1,Kr°+1 n VUt)

-> r,_r(s'<r, vr\y n Fj+1) ^> rp_P_!(!/.% n Frl+1, w).

The diagonal sequences are exact, for they can be factored,

Tp_.r(s'0,U°r)f-^Tp-r(Vr\ y, Vr\ y O Vr\ y)^Tp-r(Ur+y,V?, y O Vt\ y)

^Tp_r(Ur+y,Vr\y),

T^As'avDli+T^AV^yXly n ^ViH^-^+LlAinFAi)

^Tp_r(C/r+1)Fr°+1),

and in each case the first homomorphism is an isomorphism.

It now follows from the Hexagonal Lemma [2, p. 38] that

whence (/r°_1#) -1 d(f^~l d = -(//-i.)-1 d(frlyld and tp° = -tp1.

6. Proof of Theorem 4.1. If X is an n-dimensional space with a triangulation

y, define a filtration X_! = D,^o>'">^n = X DV setting

Xp = U {s'o- :dim<r ^ p, a is a. simplex of &~}.

As usual, such a filtration together with a suitable functor (in this case the isology

functor {Tp}) determines a spectral sequence {Erpq} with the following characteris-

tics.

1. £PÏ is the pth homology group of the chain complex whose pth chain

group is

Tp + q(Xp, Xp-y)

and whose boundary operator is obtained from the isology sequence of the triple

iXp+l,Xp,Xp-y).
2. If 7iPt4 is the image of Tp+q(Xp) in Tp+q(X), then

Epqxnpq/np.yqi.

Thus in order to prove Theorem 4.1, it suffices to show that the chain complex

{Tp+q(Xp,Xp.y),d}

is isomorphic to CiX;q).

Lemma   6.1.    The inclusion maps s'a,s'a-*Xp,Xp_y induce a direct sum

decomposition,

I{Tp+4(s'o-,i'o-):dimt7 = p} « Tp+i(Xp,Xp^y).
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Proof.   Writing a in the form

¿r = a * bo,

define

a0o = {ix + (1 - f)bo : x e à,   0 S t ^ *J.

Let

acr = (a0rx*X(cr)) \/C(ff) and do = ao(~\s"o.

Then i:aa,àa-+ s'a,s'a is an excision. If

t/ = Xp\|J{a<r:dim<T = p},

then i/cz Xp-y and

(J{a<7, da) : dim o = p} -> (Xp, Xp_ t)

is an excision. Since the sets ao are mutually disjoint, we have

y.Tp+qiao,do) « Tp+qiX„ \ U,Xp.y \ U).

The result follows.

For each simplex o of ^", let us choose a flag. On the one hand, these choices

determine a system of incidence numbers for £7~. On the other hand, they deter-

mine isomorphisms

<¡> : Tp+qis'o,s'o) -> Tqiso).

Combining these isomorphisms with the isomorphisms of Lemma 6.1 yields

isomorphisms

ir>:Tp+qiXp,Xp_1)->CpiX;q).

It is a routine matter to verify that the diagram below is commutative, when x

is a face of o.

Tqiso) <J— Tp+qis'o, s'e)  ->   Tp+qiXp,Xp.y)

[o : t] d

Tqisx)<-Tp+q_yis'x,s'x)->Tp+q^yiX^y,Xp.2).

Thus \¡i commutes with the boundary homomorphisms. This establishes the de-

sired isomorphism, and hence establishes Theorem 4.1.

7.   Proof of Theorem 4.3.   If iX,A) is a pair with a triangulation $~, then

A <= A U X0 cz ••• cz A U X„

defines   a   filtration   on   X.   This   filtration   induces   a   spectral   sequence

{Epq} having the following properties.

1.   E2g is the homology of {Tp+qiXp u A,Xp_y U A),d}.
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2.   If 7tp>, is the image of Tp+qiXp u A,A) in TP+,(X,A), then

Fpq ~ Hp,q/Hp-l,q+t-

Thus in order to prove Theorem 4.3, it suffices to show that CiX,A;q) is iso-

morphic to the complex whose p-dimensional group is

Tp+qiXpUA,Xp.yUA).

If a is a simplex of 9" and if 0 < t ^ 1, let u(<r,i) be the subset of s'a consisting

of the points

vx + (1 - v)y,       xeX(er), yea, Oziv <t.

Let

rp«U{«(M):dim«r;Sp},

A'p = AnX<p.

For any integers p, q and for any r, s, t,uel with 0<r^s and 0 < t :g u, the

inclusion map

is an isotopy equivalence. To see this, pick a number a > 0 such that as ^ r

and au íS í. Then

vx + (1 — t>)>> -» aux + (1 — au)y,       x e /C(<r), y 6 a,

defines an isotopy inverse to the inclusion map.

The inclusion maps induce isomorphisms,

(7.1) Tp+qiAp,Ap_y) *  Tp+qiApKJXp_,,Xp_y),

(7.2) Tp+qiXp, 4pUXrl) *  Tp+qiXp UA,Xp.yU A).

To prove (7.1), factor the inclusion map,

04p, Ap_y) -> iA„ U Xp-ltA,-t U K-i) - (^p u *p-i>*p-i)

with t = \. The first of these factors is an excision and it has already been

noted that the second is an isotopy equivalence. To prove (7.2), observe that

the following square of inclusion maps is commutative.

iXp,Xp.yUA_)-

(v;u4p,i;.,uip)-

-KX„U A,Xp_yV A)

> iXPUA,X'yVA).
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Again, i = J. The maps i2 and i3 are isotopy equivalences, and ¡4 is an ex-

cision. Thus ix  is an isomorphism.

Combining (7.1) with the isomorphism i¡/ of §6, we obtain the commutative

diagram,

Cp(A ; q)--> Cp(X ; q)->Cp(X, A ; q)-► 0

Tp+q(Ap U Xp.lt Xp_x)-^-^Tp+q(Xp, *,_,)->Tp+q(Xp, Ap U Xp.x) -+ 0X.

The   two   vertical   homomorphisms   are   isomorphisms.   The   definition   of

CP(X, A ; q) insures that the upper sequence is exact. If 0X is the kernel of

'* : Tp+q-i(Ap UAp.¡,Jírl)-» Tp+q_x(Xp,Xp_x),

then the lower sequence is exact. From the Monomorpbism Postulate and the

isomorphisms just described, it follows that 0¡ is trivial. Thus

C„(X,A; q) « Tp+q(Xp,Ap U X,.t) « Tp+q(Xp u A,Xp_x U A).

The rest of the proof of 4.3 is routine.

8. Isology of one-complexes. One of the problems to which one may well

hope to apply isology theory is the problem of classifying triangulable spaces

up to isotopy type. One of the basic results in the corresponding area of

homotopy theory is J. H. C. Whitehead's theorem that the homotopy functor

distinguishes homotopy equivalences. The present section develops a primitive

result of this nature for isotopy theory: there are isology theories which

distinguish isotopy equivalences between 1-complexes.

All of the isology theories in this section are assumed to satisfy the Dimension

Postulate {0} and the Monomorphism Postulate. In addition they will be

defined only on the category Vx of embeddings of 1-dimensional triangulable

pairs. These conventions will be used without further mention.

Theorem 8.1. Every isology theory on the category of embeddings of

i-cones has a unique extension over Vx.

Proof. Corollary 4.4 guarantees the uniqueness of the extension. In the

existence proof, the same symbol {Tp} will be used for the extension as for

the given isology theory on the cones.

Referring to the notation of §4, note that if (X,A)eFx, then relative to a

triangulation &~ of (X, A), the chain complexes C(X,A;q) are defined and

are trivial for q =¡¿ 0. A slight elaboration of the usual proof for homology

theory shows that a subdivision of ¡T yields a chain equivalent complex. Since

the Hauptvermutung holds on 1-complexes,
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Tp(X,A) = Hp(C(X,A;0))

is unambiguously defined. If the embedding

f:(X,A)^(Y,B)

is in ru it may be made simplicial by inserting sufficiently many vertices in X

and in Y. The resulting chain transformation

C(X,A;0)-+C(Y,B;0)

defines /* = Tp(f). The functor that this defines is clearly an extension of the

given isology theory on the 1-cones (whence it satisfies the Dimension Pos-

tulate {0} and the Monomorphism Postulate) and only the demonstration that

it is an isology theory remains.

Because the groups TP(X, A) arise from chain complexes, they automatically

satisfy Axioms 1,2,3 and 4. The proof of the Excision Axiom is almost

identical with the standard proof. Only the Isotopy Axiom remains.

Let/, : (X, A) -> (Y,B) be an isotopy. Let X' and Y' be the complements

in X and Y (respectively) of the isolated vertices. For each simplex a of X' or

Y ' pick an embedding

X„ : I -> sa.

These induce

Xa, : T0(I) -> T0(sa)

and hence induce chain homomorphisms on the oriented chain groups,

X:CP(X';T0(I))  -+ Cp(X;0),

X:C„(Y';T0(I)) -+ Cp(Y;0).

Since/, is a homotopy, it induces a chain homotopy

F':CP(X';T0(I))^ CP+1(Y';T0(I))

with

OF'4-F'5 =/!-/„.

First note that F' is trivial except when p = 0. Next, since/, carries A into B, F'

may be chosen to carry C0(A n X'; T0(/)) into C0(B r\Y'; T0(I)). Finally, if v

is a vertex of X which meets more than two 1-simplexes, then ft(v) must be

independent of i. Thus F' may be chosen so as to be trivial on such vertices. Let

G=lT0(st;),

the sum being over the vertices v which meet just one or two 1-simplexes. Then

G is a direct summand of C0(X; 0) while the sum (not necessarily direct) of the
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subgroups ker F' and X 1(G) is C0iX'; T0(/)). It follows that F' induces a

chain homotopy

F:CpiX,A;0)^Cp+iiY,B;0)

from/i to/0. This establishes the Isotopy Axiom.

The l-cones are easily classified. Each 1-cone consists of a vertex with a

finite number n of 1-simplexes radiating from it. Note that n = 1 and n = 2

yield homeomorphic spaces. Aside from this case, the indexes n = 0,2, 3, •••

correspond to distinct isotopy types of spaces; the number n will be called the

order of the cone.

With the aid of this observation and Theorem 8.1, a large number of isology

theories may be constructed. Let G0 cz G2 cz G3 c ••• be an increasing sequence

of subgroups of some group G. If A is a cone of order m, let

w-fn" ifr0,pV I 0      otherwise.

If / : A -> B is an embedding of the cone A in the cone B, let Tp(J) be the

inclusion homomorphism. Since the category of embeddings of l-cones has no

honest pairs in it, the functor {Tp} is readily seen to be an isology functor.

Theorem 8.1 now produces an extension of this functor over the embeddings of

1-dimensional triangulable pairs.

In a given triangulation, of a space or of a pair, each vertex is the point of

junction of a number n of 1-simplexes. The number n is called the order of the

vertex. Note that the star of the vertex is a cone, and if n ^ 1, the order of

the vertex is the same as the order of the star of the vertex. We say that the

isology theory {Tp} distinguishes cones if each embedding/ : A -* B of a cone A

of order mina cone B of order n > m has

im(/» : ToiA) - T0(£))

a nontrivial proper subgroup of T0iB).

Theorem 8.2. If {Tp} distinguishes cones and if f : X -» Y is an embedding

of l-complexes such that

f*:TpiX)-+TpiY)

is an isomorphism for all p, then f is isotopic to a homeomorphism of X

onto Y.

The proof is divided into four lemmas. Let us first observe that, because of

the simple nature of l-complexes, X may be regarded as a subcomplex of Y.

Let G = T0il°). Note that the hypotheses of 8.2 insure that HpiY,X;G) = 0

for all p.
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Lemma 8.3. Y has a triangulation such that Y \X Has no vertices whose

order in Y is   = 2.

Proof. In a given triangulation of Y, let v be a vertex, not in X, of order 2,

and let u, w be vertices such that the 1-simplexes containing v are < u,v > and

<i>, w>. Note that there is no simplex < it, w>, for if there were, then

g(u,v} + g(v,w} - g<w,w>,      geG, g ^ 0,

would be a nonbounding cycle in CX(Y,X;G), contradicting the fact that

TX(Y, X) = 0. Thus the broken line < m, t>> u < d, w> can be replaced by

<u, w>, eliminating the vertex v. The result follows by induction on the

number of vertices of order 2.

Lemma 8.4. In the triangulation of Lemma 8.3, if o is a 1-simplex in

Y \X, then one of its vertices lies in X, and the other does not.

Proof. They can not both lie in X, since TX(Y, X) = 0, and at least one must

lie in*, since To(Y,X) = 0.

Lemma 8.5. In any triangulation of(Y,X), if v is a vertex of Y and if the

order of v is n > 2, then v is a vertex of X and its order in X is n.

Proof. Otherwise T0(Y, X) would have nonzero elements arising from the

fact that

T0(X n sv) -» T0(sv)

was not an epimorphism.

In a similar way, one deduces the following.

Lemma 8.6. ¿/ o is a 1-simplex of Y \X and if v is the vertex of o in X,

then v has order 2 in Y, and order 1 in X.

Proof of Theorem 8.2. Since Ho(Y,X;G) = 0, Y\X has no vertices of

order 0. Also (Lemma 8.4) it has no vertices of order w > 2. Assuming the

triangulation of Lemma 8.3, one eliminates the vertices of order 2. Thus any

point of Y\X is either a vertex of order 1, or lies interior to a 1-simplex

<u, v}. Since HX(Y,X; G) = 0, at most one of the vertices u, v lies in X.

Since H0(Y, X;G) = 0, at least one lies in X. Let v be the vertex in X. It

follows from Lemma 8.5 that v has order 2 in Y. Let < v, w > be the (unique)

other 1-simplex which meets v, and note that < v, w > c X since v has order 1

in X (Lemma 8.5, again). The inclusion map of < v, w > in < u, v > U < v, w > is

isotopic to a homeomorphism onto, by means of an isotopy leaving w fixed.

This isotopy extends to an isotopy from the inclusion of X in X U < v, w > to a

homeomorphism onto. Since there are only finitely many 1-simplexes in Y \X,

an iteration of this procedure yields an isotopy from the inclusion of X in Y

to a homeomorphism of X onto Y.
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A final remark about the topological type of l-complexes. We have seen that

an embedding / : X -» Y of 1-dimensional triangulable spaces is equivalent to a

homeomorphism if and only if it induces isomorphisms in a suitable isology

theory, {Tp}. Let C'iX) and C"(T) denote the quotient complexes C" = coker X

(the notation is that of Theorem 8.1). Then, comparing the exact homology

sequences of these complexes we see that/* = Tp(/) is an isomorphism if and

only if the following two conditions are met:

(1) /«, : H¿C\X)) * H¿C\Y)), and
(2) /, : H SX; T0(/)) x ff,(Y; T0(/)).

Thus X and Y are homeomorphic if and only if there is an embedding/of X in

Y such that

(1) Each vertex of order n > 2 in X is carried by / onto a vertex of the same

order in Y, and

(2) / induces isomorphisms in some nontrivial homology theory.
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